Advances in offline approaches for trace measurements of complex organic compound mixtures via soft ionization and high-resolution tandem mass spectrometry.
Complex airborne mixtures of organic compounds can contain 10,000's of diverse compounds at trace concentrations. Here, we incorporate high-resolution mass spectrometry into our integrated offline sampling-to-analysis measurement system for routine molecular-level speciation of complex mixtures in gas- or particle-phase samples with detection limits of 2-20 pg L-1 (i.e. 0.2-1.9 ppt in 6 L samples). Analytes desorbed from custom adsorbent tubes (or filter extracts) were separated via gas chromatography (GC) and simultaneously analyzed by an electron ionization quadrupole mass spectrometer (EI-MS), and by atmospheric pressure chemical ionization (APCI) combined with a high-resolution quadrupole time-of-flight mass spectrometer (Q-TOF) with a resolution of 25,000-40,000 M/ΔM in HR-TOF and MS/MS modes. We demonstrated our system with simple standards, a Macondo crude oil standard as a reference for complex mixtures of common airborne compounds, and ambient samples using GC-TOF and GC-MS/MS. We speciated complex mixtures at mass accuracy error (i.e. mass tolerance) down to 8 ± 2 ppm (e.g. resolving analytes of mass 270.000 u with 0.003 u accuracy) using a targeted approach with 3000 molecular formulas, including hydrocarbons and functionalized analytes containing oxygen, sulfur, nitrogen, or phosphorous. This extended from compounds with 10 to 32 carbon atoms and up to 16 hydrocarbon formulas per carbon number, and a similar range for functionalized compound classes. We also demonstrated our MS/MS capabilities to differentiate structural isomers and determine the presence of specific functional groups; and our direct-TOF capability, which bypasses high-temperature chromatographic separation to preserve functionalized analytes.